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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
Demonstration of fenestrations of the anterior communicating artery (AcomA) with conventional digital subtraction angiography is very uncommon. The purpose of this study was to assess the incidence of visible fenestrations of the AcomA on 3D rotational angiography (3DRA) and to evaluate the relationship between fenestrations of the AcomA and aneurysms of the AcomA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We systematically reviewed 305 datasets of 3DRA of the internal carotid artery in 305 patients with aneurysms of the anterior circulation on a dedicated workstation for the presence of fenestrations on the AcomA.

RESULTS
In 78 of 305 3DRAs, only the ipsilateral A2 segment was visible; thus, the AcomA could not be evaluated. Of the remaining 227 3DRAs, a fenestration of the AcomA was present in 12 (5.3%; 95% CI, 3.0%–9.1%). Of 12 fenestrations of the AcomA, 10 (83%) were associated with 1 or more aneurysms of the AcomA. Of 305 patients, 133 had an aneurysm on the AcomA, and in 127 of these, the AcomA was visible. Of 127 AcomA aneurysms with a visible AcomA, 10 were associated with fenestration, which accounted for an incidence of AcomA fenestrations with AcomA aneurysms of 7.9% (95% CI, 4.2%–14.0%). The proportion of fenestrations of the AcomA with aneurysms of the AcomA was 4.4% (10/227), and the proportion of AcomA fenestration with an aneurysm at another location was 0.9% (2/227). This difference was statistically significant (P=.040). Even in retrospect, 11 of 12 fenestrations were not visible on 2D DSA images.

CONCLUSION
In selected patients with aneurysms of the anterior circulation, fenestrations in the AcomA were found with 3DRA in 5.3% of datasets. Most fenestrations were associated with 1 or more aneurysms of the AcomA.
INTRODUCTION

The anterior communicating artery (AcomA) is a small connecting artery between the paired anterior cerebral arteries and provides an important anastomotic channel for collateral circulation through the circle of Willis. In the embryologic stage, the AcomA develops from a multichanneled vascular network that coalesces to a variable degree by the time of birth (1). A wide variety exists in the anatomy of the AcomA complex. A common variation is aplasia or hypoplasia of one A1 segment. In this variation, the other A1 continues as two A2 segments and an AcomA can hardly be defined (2). In large autopsy and surgical series, single, double, or even triple fenestrations of the AcomA are reported in approximately 40% of specimens (3-5). Despite this frequent occurrence in anatomic studies, angiographic demonstration of fenestrations of the AcomA is very uncommon. With recent advances in 3D rotational angiography (3DRA), high-resolution images are obtained that can be freely rotated. In this study, we systematically reviewed 305 datasets of 3DRA of the internal carotid artery in 305 patients with aneurysms of the anterior circulation to assess the incidence of visible AcomA fenestrations and to evaluate the relationship between AcomA fenestrations and AcomA aneurysms.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

3D ROTATIONAL ANGIOGRAPHY

In our practice, all patients with suspected intracranial aneurysms in whom treatment is considered, an intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography (IA-DSA) is performed on all cerebral vessels. When an aneurysm is apparent or suspected on IA-DSA, additional 3DRA is performed on the vessel harboring the aneurysm to evaluate its anatomy and to determine the type of treatment (coiling, surgery, or occlusion of the parent vessel). In patients with aneurysms allocated to coiling, 3DRA is repeated under general anesthesia immediately before coiling to find out the best working projection. We performed angiographic imaging on a biplane neuroangiographic unit (Integris BN 3000 Neuro; Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). 3DRA was performed with an 8-second 180° rotational run with acquisition of 200 images and with an injection of 3 to 4 ml of contrast material per second through a large-lumen 6F guiding catheter in the internal carotid artery. On a dedicated workstation, 3D reconstructions can be made in a matrix of maximum 512 (3). All raw 3DRA datasets are stored on the hard drive of the workstation or on a compact disc. Raw datasets stored on compact discs can be reloaded in the workstation for real-time evaluation.

PATIENTS

Between March 2004 and May 2007, 305 patients with intracranial aneurysms of the anterior circulation had 3DRA of one of the carotid arteries. All of these 305 3D datasets were reevaluated on the workstation for the presence of fenestrations and aneurysms on the AcomA.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In patients with a visible AcomA, we compared the proportion of fenestrations of the AcomA associated with an aneurysm of the AcomA with the proportion of fenestrations of the AcomA associated with an aneurysm at another location, using the $x^2$ test. In patients with a visible AcomA, we compared the proportion of AcomA aneurysms with AcomA fenestrations with the proportion of aneurysms at other locations with AcomA fenestrations, using the $x^2$ test.

RESULTS
Results are summarized in Fig 1. In 78 of 305 3DRAs, only the ipsilateral A2 segment was visible; thus, the AcomA could not be evaluated (an AcomA aneurysm without a visible AcomA was defined as an aneurysm on the transition
from A1 to A2). Of the remaining 227 3DRAs with good visibility of the AcomA, a fenestration was present in 12 (5.3%; 95% CI 3.0–9.1%) (Fig 2). Of 12 fenestrations of the AcomA, 10 (83%) were associated with 1 or more aneurysms of the AcomA. Of 305 patients, 133 had an aneurysm on the AcomA, and in 127 of these, the AcomA was visible. Of 127 AcomA aneurysms with a visible AcomA, 10 were associated with a fenestration accounting for an incidence of AcomA fenestrations with AcomA aneurysms of 7.9% (95% CI 4.2–14.0%). Even in retrospect, 11 of 12 fenestrations were not visible on 2D DSA images. The proportion of AcomA fenestration with an AcomA aneurysm was 4.4% (10/227), and the proportion of AcomA fenestration with an aneurysm at another location was 0.9% (2/227). This difference was statistically significant (P=.040). The proportion of AcomA aneurysms associated with fenestration was 7.9% (10/127), and the proportion of aneurysms at other locations associated with fenestration of the AcomA was 2.0% (2/100). This difference was not statistically significant (P=.096).

DISCUSSION

In our study, we found that fenestrations of the AcomA were discernible in 12 (5.3%) of 227 3DRA datasets with a visible AcomA. Of these 12 fenestrations, 10 were associated with 1 or more aneurysms of the AcomA. In a reverse fashion, of 127 aneurysms of the AcomA with a visible AcomA, 10 (7.9%) were associated with fenestration. There is a wide variety in fenestrations of the AcomA from simple duplication (Fig 2C) to stepladder-like configurations (Fig 2F). Our study is the first with systematic imaging assessment of fenestrations of the AcomA. Although AcomA fenestrations were significantly more often associated with AcomA aneurysms than with aneurysms at other locations in our patient group, a definite relationship cannot be established. First, only a small proportion of expected fenestrations of the AcomA (40% in anatomic studies) are visible on 3DRA. Second, no 3DRA data are available from patients without aneurysms. The introduction of 3DRA has greatly improved the imaging quality of cerebral vessels and plays an important role in treatment planning and measurements of intracranial aneurysms. This improvement of imaging quality is illustrated by the fact that, in retrospect, only 1 of 12 fenestrations of the AcomA was visible on 2D IA-DSA. In a review by Sanders et al. of 5190 cerebral angiograms, 37 fenestrations were found, but none of these were on the AcomA. Because the frequency of fenestrations on the AcomA in large surgical and autopsy series is approximately 40%, a substantial proportion of fenestrations remain invisible on 3DRA with current available resolution. This is not surprising because in many fenestrations, bridging arteries are too thin (0.1–0.3 mm) to become perceptible on 3DRA. In anatomic studies, important perforating arteries supplying the optic chiasm, infundibulum, subcallosal area, and preoptic area of the hypothalamus may arise from the AcomA, also from fenestrated AcomAs. This possibility of the presence of perforators implies that with coiling of aneurysms on a fenestrated, double, or triple AcomA, sparing the patency of all channels of the AcomA should be recommended, despite the fact that occlusion of the channel harboring the aneurysm would have no consequences for blood flow to the A2 and A1 segments. In some patients with an aneurysm on a fenestrated AcomA, the anatomy is quite complex (Figs 2A and 2D), and accurate 3D images are helpful in recognizing anatomic landmarks during surgery and general appreciation of anatomy.

CONCLUSION

In selected patients with aneurysms of the anterior circulation, fenestrations of the AcomA were found with 3DRA in 5.3% of datasets. Most fenestrations were associated with 1 or more aneurysms of the AcomA.
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